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Say a division ring D is special if for every finite subset X of D there is a homomorphism of 
the subring of D generated by X into a division ring of finite Schur index a power of its positive 
characteristic. (D is not assumed to have positive characteristic.) We make a detailed study of nil- 
potent and locally nilpotent matrix groups over special division rings. 
This has been done previously for a number of ‘special’ division rings arising from group alge- 
bras and Lie algebras, particularly by A.1. Lichtman. The present paper therefore presents single 
proofs of all these results. It also covers many division rings not considered before and produces 
some new results for those that have been considered before. 
In view of the definition of ‘special’ it is not surprising that the proofs depend on a detailed 
analysis of the finite-dimensional case. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we make a detailed study of nilpotence for groups of matrices over 
certain types of division ring. In this we develop further the work [9] of Lichtman. 
Our starting point is the structure of nilpotent groups of matrices over a finite- 
dimensional division algebra D. Our results are particularly sharp in the case where 
D has finite index a power of its (positive) characteristic. Fortunately this is precisely 
the case of most value later and the following summarizes our conclusions in this 
special situation. Here and below <r(G) denotes the centre of the group G. 
1.1. Theorem. Let D be a division ring with centre F and characteristic p > 0 such 
that (D: F) =p2m< 00. Suppose G is a locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D). Let 
U denote the unipotent radical of G and let A/U be any maximal abelian normal 
subgroup of G = G/U. Let F be an algebraic closure of F. 
(a) G/A is isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of the symmetric group Sym(n). 
(b) G is isomorphic to a completely reducible subgroup of GL(n,F) and G is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of GL(npm,F). 
(c) With n = (primes q< n: q #p} the groups G’ and G/cl(G) are n-groups and 
the groups G’ and G/[,(G) are {p> U n-groups. 
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(4 If G isp-primary, that is if G/C,(G) is ap-group, then G is nilpotent of class 
at most p”(n - 1) + 1 and for f = -[-log, n] the group G’ has exponent dividing pf 
and G/[,(G) has exponent dividing pmif. 
(e) If P/<,(G) denotes the Sylow p-subgroup of G/[,(G), then G’= P’x ~7’ and 
G/[,(G)=P/[,(P)xG/&(G). 
(f) Suppose C? is nilpotent of class CL 1. Let e be the exponent of G/A, .C the 
exponent of Sym(n) and e the greatest common divisor of e2 and e. Then ~7” and 
c/[,(c) have finite exponents dividing e’-’ andfinite orders dividing n! . g(c-‘)(n-l) 
and G’ and G/[,(G) have finite exponents dividing pfec-’ and pm+fecpl respec- 
tively, f being as in (d). 
Note first that (a) implies that G is abelian if n = 1. This is [9, Corollary 1 to 
Proposition 2.31. Also, [9, Proposition 2.21 says that if in 1.1 the group G is nil- 
potent of class c2 1, then G’ is locally finite (a special case of (c)), O,,(G ) is finite 
of exponent dividing (n!)4(c-1)2, which follows from (f) since O,,(G’)=G’ by (e) 
and since _e divides n!, so cc-’ divides (n!)4(C-1)2, and G is centre-by-finite (a 
special case of (f)) and is an extension of an abelian group by a finite p/-group of 
exponent dividing (n ! )‘@ ‘) a special case of (a). 
The main parts of 1.1 are ;he representation of G given in (b), the representation 
of G given by (b) being a triviality, although it is important to note that it implies 
we are only considering linear groups, the decompositions of (e) and (d), for which 
a preliminary discussion of torsion modules over locally nilpotent groups is re- 
quired. Also, (a) is an essential ingredient for (b). 
In (f) note that e and _e have the same set of prime divisors and that e and e both 
divide e, which in turn divides n !. Here 2 depends only on n and the bounds of (f) 
with .s! in place of _e will frequently be the more useful. For a given group G the 
bounds of (f) may well be much smaller than these ‘universal’ bounds. Of course, 
e depends on G rather than on n. Below, we give examples showing that the various 
bounds in 1.1 are either the best possible or at least close to the best possible, see 
3.8. Some of the bounds are already achieved in the linear case (1.1(a) and (b) for 
example). 
1.1 is only a summary of the more striking conclusions in this area. For example, 
parts (a) and (b) are special cases of results concerning arbitrary finite-dimensional 
division algebras, see 3.1 and 3.2, but these are a little more involved to state. Fur- 
ther, some of the conclusions are effectively special cases of more complex state- 
ments concerning the lower and upper central factors of the group. We also sharpen 
some of Lichtman’s results concerning polycyclic groups, see especially 3.10, 4.7 
and 4.8 below and 19, Theorem III(ii)]. For example, we prove the following: 
1.2. Let D be a division ring with positive characteristic p and finite index a power 
of p. Suppose G is a polycyclic subgroup of GL(n, D) with Hirsch number less than 
p - 1. Then G has derived length at most 
lOlog,n-[-log2n]+5. 
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In [9] the bound 1+3n+ (n!)2 is given for this derived length, see [9, Corollary 
of Theorems II and III] (although the special case we refer to is really only a corol- 
lary of [9, Theorem 3.11). The proofs of 1.1, 1.2 and the results concerning more 
general finite-dimensional division algebras are proved in Section 3, Section 2 con- 
taining a motley collection of lemmas, mainly about linear groups. 
In Section 4 we use the above to derive results about matrix groups over the more 
general division rings considered by Lichtman in [9]. All these rings have a local resi- 
dual property. By isolating this property we avoid separate discussion of the various 
types. We point out below that the property is also enjoyed by a few examples of 
division ring not mentioned in [9]. Probably many more examples wait to be found. 
We take the weakest formulation that seems at present practical. We do have in 
mind several stronger variants that seem to be required when discussing finitely 
generated groups in general, and, to some extent, polycyclic groups in particular. 
Should this necessity be confirmed we will discuss these properties in a later paper. 
In any event this is not the time to fix permanent terminology and here we will use 
the temporary term ‘special’. 
Let D be division ring. Say D is special if for every finite subset X of D and every 
finite subset Y of the subring R of D generated by X there is a ring homomorphism 
@ of R into a division ring D$, where D,+, has finite index a power of its positive 
characteristic, such that @ restricted to Y is one-to-one. Note that we are putting no 
restriction on the characteristic of D. When working with a special division ring D 
the symbols X, R, Y, @ and D@ will always have the above designation and we will 
use them without reminding the reader of this. The definition of special is un- 
affected if we always choose X= Y or if we always choose Y of the form {r,O}. In 
the latter version and with y#O we can then replace X by XU {y,~~‘} and dis- 
pense with Y entirely. However when working with such algebras it is useful to keep 
the notation flexible, so we prefer the floating form of Y. 
We discuss first some properties of matrix groups over special division rings and 
then consider actual examples of such rings. The following theorem is proved in Sec- 
tion 4. Note that by definition every finite group is an 0’-group. 
1.3. Theorem. Let D denote a special division ring of characteristic p 2 0. Suppose 
G is a locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n,D), let U denote the unipotent radical 
of G and let A/U be any maximal abelian normal subgroup of C = G/U. 
(a) G/A is isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of Sym(n). In particular, if n = 1, then 
G is abelian. 
(b) c is isomorphic to a completely reducible linear group of degree n over some 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p. 
(c) With z = (primes q 5 n: q +p) , the groups G’ and G/[,(G) are locally finite 
n-groups. 
(d) If c is nilpotent of class cl1 and _e is defined as in 1.1(f), then c’ and 
G/<,(G) are finite with exponents dividing _e’-’ and orders dividing rzf eCCP’)(+‘). 
(e) Set T= UG’. Then [U,+, T] =(l), the groups G and Tare hypkentral, G 
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is generated by normal subgroups that are hypercentral (in themselves) and G is a 
Gruenberg group. If G/T is finitely generated, e.g. if G is finitely generated, then 
G is hypercentral. If C is nilpotent, then T is nilpotent. 
Clearly an important question is whether the group G of 1.3 is hypercentral. This is 
closely related to Zalesskii’s problem concerning locally nilpotent matrix groups 
over locally finite-dimensional division algebras, see [ 13, 3.2.11 and the introduction 
to Chapter 31. However, in Section 6 below we discuss some specific examples over 
some really ‘very special’ division algebras, showing that locally nilpotent groups 
arising over special division algebras are more general than those over locally finite- 
dimensional division algebras. 
Again 1.3 extends work of Lichtman. In the situation of 1.3 (formally only 
for certain examples of special algebras), if G is nilpotent of class c? 1, then [9, 
Theorem I] states, in particular, that G is an extension of an abelian group by a 
locally finite p/-group of exponent dividing (n! )2(c-1) and if p > 0, then Op, (G) = G’ 
is finite with exponent dividing (n!)4(cm lj2. 
It remains to produce examples of special division rings. Firstly, if G is a free 
group, F any field and D the universal ring of fractions of the group algebra FG, 
then D is special. This is effectively shown by Lichtman, see especially [9, Section 
6.2 and Theorem 6.11. 
Secondly, if G is a free soluble group, F any field and D the division ring of quo- 
tients of the Ore domain FG, then D too is special. Again this is effectively shown 
by Lichtman, see [9, Section 6.11. Using techniques from [9] we can extend this a 
little, but to express this sensibly we require the calculus of group classes of P. Hall, 
see the opening pages of [12, Vol. 11. In particular we use the class Yl of abelian 
groups, the class $j of finite groups, the class & of finite p-groups (p a prime), the 
class s-” of torsion-free groups and the poly, local and residual operators P, L and 
R. By 1.3 of [6] if F is any field and 
then the group algebra FG is always an Ore domain and so always has a division 
ring of quotients. 
1.4. Let F be a field of characteristic ~20. 
(a) If p > 0 and if GE P(% Cl BP”) fl R(2@, Cl Bps), then the division ring of quo- 
tients of FG is special. 
(b) If p = 0, if 71 is any infinite set of primes and if 
G E ~(8 n 5-y n f-l ~(3%~ n 3-9, 
qcn 
then the division ring of quotients of FG is special. 
1.5. Let F be a field of characteristic p 2 0, G a free group, N a normal subgroup 
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of G with G/N soluble and M# N some term of the derived series of N. Suppose 
that either 
(a) p>O and G/NER&, or 
(b) p=O and G/NE nqcn R&, for some infinite set 71 of primes. Then the divi- 
sion ring of quotients of the group algebra of G/M over F is special. 
Let E be a Lie algebra over the field F of characteristic p 2 0 and let U denote 
the universal enveloping algebra of E. We use the obvious analogue of Hall’s cal- 
culus; in particular let SF denote the class of finite-dimensional Lie F-algebras, 211F 
the class of abelian Lie F-algebras, !RZF the class of nilpotent Lie F-algebras and P 
and L the poly and local operators. Provided E E (P, L)&c, the algebra U is always 
an Ore domain and in this case we denote its division ring of quotients by D. If p > 0 
and E E SF, then D has finite index a power of p, so trivially D is special. If p = 0 
and EE SF, then again D is special, see [8, Section 61 (for an alternative proof see 
[17, 1.1(b)]. More generally set 
XF= {E: n(NaE: E/NE&, NER!X~)={O}} 
1.6. Suppose E E (P, L)BF fl LX,. Then D is special. 
Thus for example if E is locally nilpotent D is special. Also if E is locally 
abelian-by-finite-dimensional and p>O, or if E is metabelian, then E lies in 
(P,L)s,nLX,, see [l, 11.3.61, and so again D is special. More generally D is 
special whenever E is locally abelian-by-finite-dimensional. This can be proved 
using the techniques of [9, Section 4.21, especially [9, corollary to Theorem 4.21. 
If R is any ring, Tr(n, R) denotes the group of invertible lower triangular n by n 
matrices over R and Tr,(n, R) denotes the subgroup of Tr(n, R) of elements whose 
diagonal entries are all one. 
2. Miscellaneous results on linear groups 
2.1. Let G be a locally nilpotent, completely reducible subgroup of GL(n, F), where 
F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic ~10, and let A be a maximal 
abelian normal subgroup of G. Then G is monomial [ 15, 1.141, A = Co (A) is a 
maximal diagonalizable normal subgroup of G [15, 1.8 and 1.31, G/A is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Sym(n) [15, 1.121 and ifp>O, then G/A is ap’-group [15, 7.7 and 
7.61. Let e be the exponent of G/A, c the exponent of Sym(n) and e the greatest 
common divisor of e2 and 2. Denote the lower and upper central series of any 
group H by, respectively, 
{yiH for ill} and {i;(H) for ir0). 
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2.2. Assume the notation of 2.1. 
(a) (y’G)e2~yi+1G and &(G)‘<[;_‘(G) for 2li<w. 
(b) If G is nilpotent of class CL 1, then G’ and G/i’(G) are finite with exponents 
dividing eC- ’ and orders dividing n ! e(“- ‘w- I’. 
(c) For n = {primes q I n: q +p), the groups G’ and G/c,(G) are locally finite 
n-groups. 
Proof. (a) Let 2li<oo. If xEy’-‘G and BEG, then 
[x, y]e2 = [x4 y’] = 1 
modulo y’+ ’ G and so (v’G)~‘I yi+’ G. If XE[i(G) and YEG, then 
[xe2, y] = [Xe, y’] = 1 
modulo &-2(G) and SO [i(G)e21C_r(G). By [15, 8.131 the exponent of c2(G)/ 
c,(G) divides lcm ni for certain positive integers ni with C nj = n. Thus the exponent 
of &(G)/[t(G) divides P. A simple induction shows that the exponent of ii(G)/ 
[jPl(G) does too. The claim follows. 
(b) From (a) we obtain immediately that the exponent of G/[,(G) divides ecel 
and that the exponent of G’ divides e2(‘-‘). We may assume that c> 1. Now G’S 
c,_,(G), so the exponent of G’/(G’Il cl(G)) divides _ecP2. Suppose el, . . ..Q. are the 
irreducible constituents of G with degrees n ‘, . . . , n, respectively. Then (G’rl 
il(G))ei for each i is special linear and scalar and hence has order dividing ni. 
Consequently G’Il c,(G) has exponent dividing P and G’ has exponent dividing 
@ c-2. The greatest common divisor of e2(C-1) and @P2 is _e’-‘. 
By [15, 3.131 the order of G/[,(G) divides ni ni!njc-l)‘“‘P1), which in turn 
divides n! CS(~-‘)‘~-‘). A glance at the proof of this result, together with the above, 
shows that in fact the order of G/[,(G) divides n! e@ l)(n-‘). Finally (A fl G’)Q~ is 
diagonalizable and special linear and hence its rank is less than ni. Consequently 
A rl G’ has rank less than n, and its exponent divides _e’+‘. Therefore the order of 
A n G’ divides e(~-t)(“-t) and the order of G’ divides n! e(CP”(n-‘). 
(c) The prime divisors of e all lie in rc (see 2.1). By (b) the group G’ is locally a 
n-group, and hence is a rc-group, and the group G/[,(G) is locally residually a 
n-group. But G/[,(G) is periodic [13, 3.2.3(b)] or, if you prefer, [15, 8.6(ii) and 
8.13(iii)]. Therefore G/&(G) is also a r-group. 
For brevity, and for this paper only, we call a module primary if all its composi- 
tion factors are isomorphic. 
2.3. Let F be field, G a locally nilpotent group and Van FG-module with dim, V 
finite. Then V is a direct sum of primary submodules. 
Proof. Let F be an algebraic closure of F. Then the lemma holds for the PG-module 
V= V@rF by [15, 7.151; we assume V is a right module. Thus for some maximal 
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ideals fii of FG and positive integers ei we have vti, < v for 15 ilr and 
n;=, Vntpi={O}. Set mi=FGntIti. 
Suppose S is a simple F-algebra and R a finite-dimensional F-subalgebra of S with 
FR = S. If n is a nilpotent ideal of R, then Fn is a nilpotent ideal of S. Clearly any 
central idempotent of R is a central idempotent of S. Therefore R too is simple. 
Apply this to FG/mi ~FG+rit~/lfr; cFG/tii. Note that since Vni< P we have 
AnnFG VI mi and so dim,(FG/mi) is finite. Thus FG/m; is simple and rn; is a maxi- 
mal ideal of FG. 
Let m1,m2, . . . , m, be distinct and suppose that each mi is equal to one of 
ml, . . . . m,. Set f;=max{ej: mj=mj} for i-1,2,..., S. Since mi is maximal with 
dim,(FG/m,) finite, each v = V/Vm;fi is primary. Clearly 
so there is an obvious embedding @ of V into @ I$. Since ml,. . . , m, are distinct, no 
two of Vi, . ..) V, have a common composition factor. The Jordan-Holder theorem 
yields dim, I/r C dim, y. Consequently @J is surjective and the lemma is proved. 
2.4. Remark. Let F be a field and R a finite-dimensional F-algebra, generated as 
such by a locally nilpotent group G. Then each block of R contains a unique irre- 
ducible right (ditto left) module. 
For apply 2.3 to R as right FG-module. Then R= OR;; where the Ri are 
primary right ideals of R. We may assume that the R, are associated with non- 
isomorphic irreducible modules. Then the R; are fully invariant and in particular 
are invariant under left multiplication. Thus the Ri are ideals of R and in fact are 
just the blocks. 
2.5. Proposition. Let S be a central simple algebra over the field F, V a left S- 
module with dim, V finite and G a locally nilpotent subgroup of Aut, V. Then as 
S-G bimodule, V is a direct sum of primary S-G bimodules. 
Note that dim,S is also finite. We require below only the case where S is also 
a division ring. 
Proof. Let R be the F-subalgebra of End, V generated by G. By 2.3 we have 
V= @ V, where the F are non-zero primary R-submodules of V. We may assume 
that no two of the v have a common R-composition factor. Since S acts on V as 
a ring of R-endomorphisms we have Sq< vl; for each i. 
There is a maximal ideal mj of R and a positive integer ei such that yrn: = (0). 
By the Azumaya-Nakayama theorem [2, p. 3631 the F-algebra Sop 8~ (R/m,) is 
simple; here Sop denotes the opposite algebra to S. Thus ni = Sop OF mi is a maxi- 
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ma1 ideal of Sop OF R and clearly I$niei = (0). Consequently I$ is primary as 
SoP@FR-module and hence also as S-R bimodule. The proposition follows. 
2.6. Let L be a locally nilpotent group such that for some set z of primes P= 
O,(L) has finite exponent, P 0 L’ = ( 1) and L’ is periodic. Then P is a direct factor 
OfL. 
Proof. Let T/L’=O,(L/L’). Then T> P is periodic and locally nilpotent, so T= 
Px O,,(T) and T= PL’. Therefore T/L’ also has finite exponent. By Prtifer’s first 
theorem (on abelian groups - e.g. [7, p. 1791) 
L/L’ = T/L’ x K/L’ = PL’/L’ x K/L’ 
for some subgroup KLL’ of L. Then L=PK, PnKIPnL’=(l) and [P,K]l 
P(l L’= (1). The lemma is proved. 
2.7. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and G a locally nilpotent, abelian-by- 
periodic subgroup of GL(n, F). Then for F an algebraic closure of F, the group G 
is isomorphic to a completely reducible monomial subgroup of GL(n,F). 
Proof. Clearly we may take F=r? Now GI G, x G, I GL(n, F), where G, is uni- 
potent, Gd is a d-group and each is an image of G, see [15, Chapter 7, especially 
7.141. In particular G, is abelian by periodic; consequently G, is abelian by [15, 6.6 
(or 14.20), 5.9 and 5.111. Also G, is torsion-free. Now F*= TX V where T is tor- 
sion and I/ is a rational vector space of dimension 1 V / . Clearly I/= Vi x V2 for some 
Vi and V, where Vi E I/E V,, and G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of Vi. 
Now Gd is monomial [15, 1.14 and 7.71, so Gd is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
the permutational wreath product F*l Sym(n) and hence also to a subgroup of 
TV2 1 Sym(n). Represent V, as scalar matrices and TV2 1 Sym(n) as monomial ma- 
trices in GL(n, F) in the obvious way. Thus V, x (TV, 2 Sym(n)) is faithfully repre- 
sentable as monomial matrices in GL(n, F) and G is isomorphic to a monomial 
subgroup Gr of GL(n,F). The full diagonal subgroup of Gi is trivially completely 
reducible. Consequently G, is too by a version of Maschke’s theorem [ 15, 1.51. 
In 2.7 one must be prepared to enlarge F somewhat, for if F= Q for example, then 
Trr(2, (IJ) z Q’ is not isomorphic to either a monomial or a completely reducible 
subgroup of GL(n, CQ), since Q’ does not embed into K* 2 C for any finite exten- 
sion field K of (IJ and group C of order 2. 
2.8. Let G be a locally nilpotent group. Suppose GE HlGL(n,F,) and G= KI 
GL(n, F,), where Fp and F4 are fields of distinct characteristics p>n and q> n 
respectively. Then G is isomorphic to a completely reducible monomial linear group 
of degree n over some algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
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Proof. We may assume that Fp and F4 are algebraically closed. Set P=O,(H), 
Q = O,(H), A= H/P and Q = PQ/P. Then R is isomorphic to a completely re- 
ducible subgroup of GL(n, Fp) and, for example by 2.2, the group A’ is a q/-group. 
Hence Q fl I?‘= (1). In particular Q= Q is abelian of finite rank (at most n). Also 
Q=O,(a) has finite exponent. Therefore Q is a direct factor of A by 2.6. That is 
for some normal subgroup A4 of H we have PQ fl M= P and PQM= H. Clearly 
H = Q x M. Interchanging the roles of H and K and using HE K we have that P is 
also abelian of finite rank and H = PX L for some subgroup L of H. 
We may suppose that rank PS rank Q. Now L=B, so L is isomorphic to a com- 
pletely reducible and hence monomial [15, 1.141 subgroup of GL(n, F,) and note 
that Q is a central subgroup of L. Hence there are positive integers n,, n2,. . . , n, 
with C ni = n and subgroups Si of Sym(n;) for i = 1,2,. . . , r such that rank Q< r and 
L is isomorphic to a subgroup of (Fz 1 S,) x a.. x (Fz 1 S,), the wreath products here 
being permutational wreath products. 
For a large enough field F of characteristic zero, which we choose to be alge- 
braically closed, Fz is isomorphic to a subgroup of F”. Hence L embeds into 
and this group is isomorphic to a group W of monomial matrices in GL(n,F) via 
embeddings of F” 1 Si into GL(ni, F). The latter contains a central scalar copy of 
F* of course. Thus W centralizes a diagonal subgroup D of GL(n, F) isomorphic to 
the direct product of r copies of F*. But rank P~rank Qsr, so D contains a copy 
of P and trivially WD is monomial. Also G g P x L and P is a p-group and 
O,(L) = (1). Thus we have constructed a monomial subgroup of Go of GL(n, F) 
isomorphic to G. The full diagonal subgroup of Go is completely reducible and the 
version of Maschke’s theorem again yields that G, is too [ 15, 1.51. 
2.9. Let G be a q-subgroup of GL(n, UJ), where q is a prime satisfying n < q - 1. 
Then G=(l). 
Proof. The minimal polynomial over Q of a primitive qth root of unity has degree 
q - 1 > n. Hence if g is an element of G of order q, then g has minimal polynomial 
(X- 1)“. Thus g is unipotent and so has order infinity or one. This contradiction 
proves that G contains no element of order q and therefore G = (1). 
3. Finite-dimensional division algebras 
In this section our notation is accumulative. Let F be a field of characteristic p 2 0 
and D a central division F-algebra of index d= (dim, D)1’2 < CQ. Let q denote a 
prime and m a positive integer. Eventually we assume that p = q and d =pm, but we 
make some progress without these restrictions. If p = 0 we set m’= 1 and if p > 0 we 
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let m’ denote the largest power ofp to divide m. In either case set m” = m/m’. Also 
F denotes an algebraic closure of F. 
Throughout this section we consider some locally nilpotent subgroup G of 
GL(n, 0). 
Suppose E is a strictly maximal subfield of D. Then (D : E) = d and GL(n,D) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(nd, E) and hence of GL(nd,P). In particular G is 
hypercentral and soluble and has the structure of a linear group of degree nd and 
characteristicp. Our object is to obtain information that depends as little as possible 
on d. 
Let U be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G, which exists by [ 13, 3.1.71 for 
example. Clearly U is normal in G. Pick a maximal abelian normal subgroup A/U 
of G/U. Since G is hypercentral we have A = Co(A/U) and if p> 0, then G/A is 
a p’-group by [13, 3.4.51. Hence [16, Point 31 yields the first of the following: 
3.1. G/A has order dividing ((n! d)“n!)” (dividing (qmnn!)” if d=q”‘) and ex- 
ponent dividing ((n!)‘d)” (dividing (qmn!)” if d= qn’). 
3.2. G/U is isomorphic to a completely reducible monomialsubgroup of GL(nd”,F). 
If G is irreducible, then G is isomorphic to a completely reducible monomial sub- 
group of GL(n”d”,F). In general, G is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(nd,I’). 
Proof. The final part we have seen above. Thus we may pass to G/U and assume 
that G is a completely reducible subgroup of GL(n,D). By induction it suffices to 
consider the case where G is irreducible. 
Let R =F[A], the F-subalgebra of the full matrix ring D”“’ generated by A. 
Then R is semisimple by [13, 1.1.7 and 1 .l. 12(a)]. The set {e,, . . . , e,} of primitive 
idempotents of R is permuted by G via conjugation. Set V= DC”), row n-space over 
D, regarded as D-G bimodule in the obvious way. Then V= @ Vei and the Ve; are 
permuted by G. Since G is irreducible, G acts transitively on the V’ei and in par- 
ticular r=(G:N,(Ve,)). Clearly AsNo(Ve,), so p does not divide r. 
Suppose r> 1. Since Vei is irreducible as D-N,(Ve,) bimodule, we may apply in- 
duction and produce a faithful completely reducible monomial F(N,(Ve,)/Co(l/e,))- 
module IV, of dimension t = (n/r)“,” over i? Regarding W, as a No (Vei)-module in 
the obvious way set W= I+‘, 0 PC, the tensor product being over FNo (Ve,). Clearly 
W is monomial as PC-module. If p> 0, then r = (G : No (Ve,)) is prime to p. In par- 
ticular, W has dimension rt =n”d” over I? Also Maschke’s theorem [15, 1.51 and 
a trivial induction on the subnormal depth of N,(l/e,) in G yield that W is com- 
pletely reducible over FG. It remains to prove that G acts faithfully on W. Suppose 
XE G acts trivially on W. Then so does x g for any gE G. Consequently xg~ 
C~Y,(V,,)(W) = Co(W and so 
n CG(Vel)g = 0 C,(Ve,) = (1). 
gso i 
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This proves that W is G-faithful. 
Now suppose that r= 1. Then R=F[A] is a field. By Galois theory, (G:A)= 
(R : C,(G)) and always (R : C,(G)) divides nd (e.g. [4, p. 224, Theorem 4.111). 
Since G/A is a p’-group if p>O, we obtain that (G : A) divides n”d”. Trivially A 
embeds into R*= GL(l, R), so standard (module) induction embeds G into 
GL(n”d”, R) as a group of monomial matrices. Again Maschke’s theorem shows 
that this obvious image of G in GL(n”d”,R) is completely reducible. 
Let x y R denote the natural projection of G onto G/U, so in particular G = G/U. 
Considerable information about G can now be read off from 3.2 and 2.2. 
Suppose for the moment that p = 0. Then by [13, 3.1.71 we have G< G, x 
Gd I GL(n, D), where G, is unipotent, and hence torsion-free nilpotent of class less 
than n, and G, is, in particular, locally nilpotent with trivial unipotent radical. 
Thus Gd is by 3.2 isomorphic to a completely reducible monomial subgroup of 
GL(nd”,F) and we can apply 2.2 to Gd. There seems little more worth saying at 
this stage about the case where p = 0. 
From now on in this section assume that p > 0. The following two results are im- 
mediate consequences of [13, 3.4.5, 3.2.3(c) and 3.2.21. Recall that a group is called 
q-primary if modulo its centre is a locally finite q-group. 
3.3. G” and G/[,(G) are p’-groups. 
3.4. G/c,(G) is locally finite and G is a central product of q-primary groups 
G,r c,(G), one for each prime q. 
3.5. G’=GjxV, where V=O,,(G’)~c’and G;,IU. Further, [U,d,+t,Gl=(l), 
[U,+,UG’]=(l) and G,, is nilpotent of class at most d’(n-l)+l. 
Here G,, is as in 3.3. We know of examples where GP is nilpotent of class 
d’(n - 1) and this may well be the true bound, see 3.8 below. 
Proof. Now G; is a q-group for every prime q and G’ is the direct product of the 
G;. Thus G’= G;x V for V=O,,(G’). Since G; is a p-subgroup of G we have 
G;I U and in fact Gi= Ufl G’. Thus T/r UG’/U=c’. By [18, 1.21 we have 
[",d'(n-l) G] = (1). But G;< U, so GP is nilpotent of class at most d’(n - 1) + 1. 
Finally since y”U=(l) we have [U,,_,UG’]=(l). 
3.6. G = GPK for some subgroup K of G, where [G,, K] = (l), Ufl K = (l), 
G,nK = C,(G) = c,(K), K/[,(K) = G/[l(G), cl(G) = c,(G,) and G/[,(G) E 
G,MG,) x c/&(G). 
Note that UfI K= (1) implies that K is isomorphic to a completely reducible 
monomial subgroup of GL(nd”,F) by 3.2. In general of course KsG. 
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Proof. Let L = (Gq : qfp), P= Ufl L and TC = {p}. Then L = (Un L) x K for some 
subgroup K by 2.6. Clearly UI GP, so G = GpL = GpK, and trivially 
[G,,,K] 5 [G,,L] =(I) and UnKr UnLnK=(l). 
Also 
G,nK=G,nLnK=[,(G)nK=C,(G) 
5 c,(K) I Kfl c,(G) = C,(G). 
Let @ : K-+ (7/[,(G) be the composite of the obvious maps Kc, G--f G + G-/[,(G). 
Now G=G,K and GL<U, so G=GPK, GP5[,(G) and K@=c’/<,(G). Further, 
ker@=C,(G), so ii(K)Iker@ and 
[ker@,K]<UnK=(l). 
Therefore ker @ = c,(K) and K/[,(K) E K@ = c/[,(c). By definition of GP we have 
ii(G)sG,. Hence ii(G)=ii(G,) since G is a central product of GP and K. The 
final isomorphism follows. 
3.7. Suppose G isp-primary, i.e. suppose G = Gp, and set f = -[-log, n]. Then G’ 
has finite exponent dividing pf and G/[,(G) has finite exponent dividing d’pf. 
Proof. The first claim is trivial; since G’ is unipotent, its exponent divides pf. The 
second is less easy. Consider row n-space D(“) over D as D-G bimodule in the ob- 
vious way. By 2.5 it is a direct sum of primary bimodules and therefore we may 
assume it is primary. Thus D@) now has a D-G composition series 
(0) = l’, < Vi <...< V, = D’“’ 
such that the factors l$/k’_, are all D-G isomorphic, to S say. In particular, 
dim,S=n/r. Adjoin the group of units of the subalgebra F[<,(G)] of D”‘” to G 
and still denote the resulting group by G. Note that this has not affected G/[,(G). 
Recall also that G’s U, so G/C,(S) is abelian, and that G/[,(G)Co(S) is a 
p-group. 
Let K and L denote the F-subalgebras of End,S generated respectively by the 
images of G and [i(G). Then K is a field by [13, 1.1.12(b)], so L is too and K is 
purely inseparable over L. Clearly then (K*)‘K’L’~L* and (K: L) is a power of p 
that necessarily divides d. dim, S = d&r. 
We claim that G(dn’r)‘< U. [i(G). For if g E G, then g(dn’r)’ maps to L. Thus for 
some IEF[[~(G)] ID”‘” we have that g -(dn’r)‘l acts as one on S. Hence 1 is regular 
in and so is a unit of F[[,(G)] and we have arranged for such an 1 to lie in [i(G). 
It follows that g -(dn’r)‘le C,(S) = U and the claim follows. 
Now [D’“‘,, U] = (0). Thus (U - l)‘= 0 for every u E U and the exponent of U 
divides ph for h = -[-log, r]. Hence G/<,(G) has exponent dividing d’(n/r)‘ph and 
it remains only to prove that (n/r)‘p’ dividespf. Suppose (n/r)‘=pk. Then n/r=pkx 
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for integer x. Also ph-‘Cr. Consequently (n/r)=n. 
Therefore h + ks -[-log,n], =f and so (n/r)‘ph =ph+k divides pf. 
3.8. It is worth pausing at this point to consider an example, since the bounds of 
3.7 are larger than one might expect. For if D is a field or if F is perfect, then by 
making use of the Jordan decomposition one can show that with G = Gp the expo- 
nents of G’ and G/[,(G) both divide p -‘~‘ogp(n-l)l. This is not the case in 3.7. 
For let k=GF(p), K=k(xl, . . . . x,,rl), the field of rational functions in the pm > 1 
exhibited variables, K[x] the skew polynomial ring over K in the one indeterminate 
x, where x: =xi+, for each i, the suffices being computed modulo pm, and D the 
division ring of quotients of the Ore domain K[x]. Then F=CK(x)(xP”‘) is the 
centre of D and d=(D: F)“2=p”. 
First set G = (g= diag(x,x), Tri(2,D)) s GL(2, D). Then G is nilpotent (of class 
pm) and p-primary. Clearly G’# (l), so G’ has exponent p and not 1. Also 
(gp’“) = (g) n [r(G) and so G/[,(G) has exponent p”‘, which is almost the bound 
P m+l given by 3.7. 
More generally set G = (g = diag(x, . . . , x), Tr, (n, D)) 5 GL(n, D). Again G is 
potent (of class p”(n - l), compare 3.5) and p-primary. Now G’ contains 
element 
nil- 
the 
the blank matrix entries being zero. Both matrices on the right have order pf for 
f as in 3.7 and they generate disjoint commuting cyclic subgroups. Thus h too has 
order pf and so the exponent of G’ is exactly pf. 
Clearly U= Tr,(n,D) and i,(G) = (gp”> x (i,(U) fl C,(g)). Consequently 
1 
Xl 1 
; 1 
p/m I 
*. *. . . 
Xl 1 
does not lie in c,(G). It follows that G/[,(G) has exponent at least pma”{m,f). This 
is a fair bit less than the bound P”‘+.~ given by 3.7, but is at least of the right type 
and, apart from small cases, exceeds p~L~‘ogp(n-‘)l. 
Finally, in connection with 1.1(d), note that here both G’ and G/<,(G) are 
infinite. If n2 3 this is trivial. If n = 2 it follows from the facts that CK(x) #K and 
the infiniteness of the fields k(x, -x2) and k(x, +x2 + ... +x,t,,). 
3.9. Proof of 1.1. Thus now we also assume that d=pm. 
(a) G/A is a p’-group by 3.1. Hence 1. I (a) follows from [I 6, Point 31. Notice that 
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it is an immediate consequence of 1.1(a) that G is abelian whenever n = 1. (This fact 
too is recorded in [9].) 
(b) Here nd” = II. Thus 1.1(b) is a special case of 3.2 and the opening remarks of 
Section 3. Further, 3.2 also yields that G is isomorphic to a completely reducible 
monomial subgroup of GL(n”,F) whenever G is irreducible. 
(c) That G’ and G/it(G) are n-groups follows from (b) and 2.2(c). Also U is a 
p-group and G’/(ufl G’)E G’. Therefore G’ is a {p} U n-group. That G/[,(G) is 
a {p} U n-group follows from (e) below. 
(d) Part (d) of 1.1 follows immediately from 3.5 and 3.7. 
(e) The subgroup P of G in 1.1(e) is the subgroup denoted by Gp above. Thus 
1.1(e) follows at once from 3.5 and 3.6. 
(f) The claims concerning G’ and G/c,(G) in 1.1(f) follow immediately from (b) 
and 2.2(b). The bounds on the exponents of G’and G/[,(G) in 1.1(f) follow from 
these, from (e) and from (d). 
We conclude this section with a strengthening of part of Lichtman’s theorem [9, 
III(ii)]. We keep the hypotheses that p>O and d=p”‘, but now drop all notation 
concerning the locally nilpotent group G. 
3.10. Let Go be a polycyclic-by-finite subgroup of GL(n, D) with Hirsch number h. 
Then G,, has normal subgroups (1) I Us PI HrK< G, such that 
Go/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym(n), 
K/H is a finite p-group of exponent dividing pm and order dividing pm” and 
K=H if h<p-1, 
H/P is free abelian of rank h, 
P is finite with P/U isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n,F) and 
U is the unipotent radical of Go. 
Further H is centre-by-finite, G, is abelian-by-finite and if n = 1, h < p - 1 and D is 
the division ring of quotients of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimen- 
sional Lie algebra over some field (of characteristic p), then Go is abelian. 
[9, Theorem III(ii)] is restricted to the case when h<p- 1. In that situation it 
essentially has the whole of 3.10 except that concerning G,/K it only has that the 
order divides (n!)‘. 
Proof. By [16, Theorem 1 and Corollary l] there are normal subgroups USPI 
HI K of G, with Go/K isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym(n), K/H a finite p-group 
of order and exponent as given in 3.10, H/P abelian, P/U locally finite and U the 
unipotent radical of G,. Replace P by the maximal periodic normal subgroup of K 
(and hence replace H by PH). Since G,, is polycyclic-by-finite, P is finite and H/P 
is free abelian, necessarily of rank h. By Zalesskii’s theorem [13, 2.3.11 the group 
P/U is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n,F). Since G, is residually finite, there is 
a normal subgroup N of Go of finite index with Nn P= (1). Then [Nrl H, H] I 
Nfl P= (l), so H is centre-by-finite and G, is abelian-by-finite. 
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Suppose h <p - 1. Then by 2.9 we have [H, K] I P. By Schur’s theorem K’P/P 
is finite. Hence K’ I P by the maximal choice of P and K/P is free abelian, again 
of rank h. Thus we may choose H= K. Assume also that n = 1 and that D is the 
division ring of quotients of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional 
Lie Fe-algebra. Then F, is a subfield of F in a natural way and F, is algebraically 
closed in D. But F,[P] SD if finite-dimensional over F, and so is Fo. Consequently 
P is central in Go. Also n = 1 implies that G, = K, = H here, so now Go is nilpotent 
and the result follows from 3.9(a). 
3.11. If D is as in the final part of 3.10, if n = 1, but now h LP - 1, then Go need 
not be abelian. For if p is any prime, there is such a D with centre F and (D: F)= 
p2 for which there is a subgroup G, =AB of D* such that A is free abelian of rank 
p, B is infinite cyclic and B normalizes A and acts on it by permuting a basis of A 
cyclically, see [18, 3.121. Then Gi is non-abelian with Hirsch number p + 1. Set 
G2 = B. G;. Then G, is non-abelian with Hirsch number p. It seems likely that p - 1 
is also obtainable. 
3.12. Proof of 1.2. Apply 3.10 to G. With the notation of that result U has de- 
rived length at most -[-log2 n], P/U has derived length at most 5 log, n + 4 [ll, 
Theorem Cs and Appendix], H/P has derived length at most 1, K= H here and 
G/K has derived length at most 5 log, n [ll, Theorem Bs]. Consequently G has 
derived length at most 
10 log, n - [-log, n] + 5. 
4. Special division algebras 
Throughout this section F is a field of characteristic p 10 and D is a special divi- 
sion F-algebra. The symbols X, Y, R, C$ and D, have the meaning given during our 
definition of special in Section 1. This will not be repeated again. We need first to 
make some simple remarks concerning this notion. 
4.1. (a) Suppose p = 0 and p , ,..., p,areprimes. Replace Yby YU{p,,p,...p,,O}. 
Then (p, p2.. . p,)q? # 0 and so char DQ fp,, p2, . . . , pr. In this way we can avoid a pre- 
scribed finite set of characteristics. Of course, if p>O, then char De =p for all @. 
(b) Fix X and hence R, but vary Y. Then we obtain a certain set @ of homo- 
morphisms @ of R with n, ker @ = (0). Suppose @ = @i U Q2 U **. U @,.. Set 
Ki=n,, ker@ Then each K, is an ideal of R and K,K2...KrcnKi={0}. But R 
is a domain. Therefore for some i we have n @, ker @ = K; = (0). 
If I#J :R + S is any ring homomorphism, let I$,, : Rnx” -+ Snx” denote the induced 
homomorphism between the matrix rings. 
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4.2. (a) Let R be a finitely generated subring of D and U a subgroup of GL(n, R). 
Suppose @ is a set of ring homomorphisms @ : R + DQ as above such that each U@, 
is unipotent and fl Q ker @ = (0). Then U is unipotent. 
(b) If U is a unipotent subgroup of GL(n,D), then U is unitriangularizable 
(over D). 
Proof. (a) For each @ in @ we have (U@, - 1)” = (0). Thus (U- 1)” c n ker @ = (0) 
and U is unipotent as required. This also shows that U is unitriangularizable. 
(b) By the previous sentence U is locally unitriangularizable. Thus U is locally nil- 
potent and consequently U is unitriangularizable, by [13, 1.3.41 for example. 
We now start the proof of 1.3. Thus for the rest of this section, G is a locally nil- 
potent subgroup of GL(n, D), U is the unipotent radical of G, A/U is a maximal 
abelian normal subgroup of G/U and x H K denotes the natural projection of G 
onto G/U. 
4.3. Proof of 1.3(a). We need to describe G/A. Suppose first that G is finitely 
generated, so GI GL(n, R) for some finitely generated subring R of D. We are given 
a set @ of homomorphisms @ : R -+DO as above with n, ker@={O}. If GE@, 
there exist by 1.1(a) normal subgroups U, 2 U and A, 1 AU@ of G such that U@@ 
is unipotent, Ais U, and G/A, is isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of Sym(n) (where 
p’ is no restriction if p = 0). Now G has only a finite number of subgroups with index 
dividing n!, so by 4.1(b) we may assume that for @ E @ the A, are all equal, to B 
say. Also n, U0 is unipotent by 4.2(a), so n, lJ$ = U and B’s U. Consequently 
A = B by the maximality of A and therefore G/A is isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of 
Sym(n). 
Now assume that G is not finitely generated and let Gi be any finitely generated 
subgroup of G. Then U fl G, lies in the unipotent radical of G, and by the above, 
Gi has a finite non-empty set of normal subgroups A, with A fl G, 5 A,, A; uni- 
potent and G,/A, isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of Sym(n). By an elementary 
inverse limit argument, see [5, Section l.K], there is a normal subgroup B of G 
with A = no, (A fl G,) 5 B, B’ unipotent and G/B isomorphic to a p’-subgroup of 
Sym(n). Clearly A = B. 
4.4. Proof of 1.3(b). Here we must construct suitable representations of G over an 
algebraically closed field. Suppose first that p>O. Certainly G is locally super- 
residually linear of degree n and characteristic p by 1.1(b) and 4.2(a). Hence by 
Mal’cev’s local theorem [15, 2.7 and Example 2.1 on p. 301 or [S, Section l.L, 
Appendix], G is isomorphic to a linear group W of degree n and characteristic p 
over, we may assume, an algebraically closed field. Since O,,(G) = (1) we may also 
choose H completely reducible. Then H is monomial by [15, 1.141. 
Now assume that p = 0. Then G is locally super-residually linear of degree n and 
hence by Mal’cev’s local theorem again G is isomorphic to some linear group H of 
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degree n. By 4.3 the group His abelian by finite. Suppose H has characteristic zero. 
Then Hand hence G is isomorphic to a completely reducible monomial linear group 
of degree n over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero by 2.7. In fact 
one can always choose H to have characteristic zero, for by Mal’cev’s local theorem 
one can restrict to G countable (even finitely generated) and then analysis of say the 
ultraproduct proof of the local theorem ([15] and 4.1(a)) delivers the result. Alter- 
natively one can do the following. 
If 71 is any finite set of primes, then by 4.1(a) we can choose the characteristics 
arising in the given representations of G as a locally super-residually linear group 
of degree n, which we are given to be positive, not to lie in II. Trivially an ultra- 
product of fields of positive characteristics not in rz cannot have characteristic in 7~. 
Taking z = {primes qs n} we construct H as above of characteristic q > n. Then 
taking n = {q, primes TI n} we construct K isomorphic to H and linear of degree 
n and characteristic r#p with r>n. The result then follows from 2.8. 
4.5. Proofs of 1.3(c) and 1.3(d). Apply 2.2(b) and (c) to Part (b) of 1.3, that is to 
G-. Also 2.2(a) yields that (y’G)e*5 yi+’ - G and ii(~)‘~ii_I(~) for 21i<m. 
4.6. Proof of 1.3(e). So T=UG’. To check that [U,+,T] =(l) we may assume 
that G is finitely generated, so now G I GL(n, R) for some finitely generated subring 
R of D. If @ : R + D, is one of the given homomorphisms, then [U,,- I T] @ = (1) 
by 3.5. Since n ker @= (0) we have [U,.P,T] =<I). 
By 1.3(b) the group G is hypercentral (alternatively use 1.3(a) and the easy fact 
that every abelian-by-finite, locally nilpotent group is hypercentral). In particular, 
T/U is hypercentral, so T is too by the previous paragraph. By the same result T 
is nilpotent if G, and hence T/U, is nilpotent. 
Suppose H is a subgroup of G with TS H and H/T finitely generated. Let K be 
a finitely generated subgroup of H with TK = H and c,(T) fl Kf (1); such K always 
exist. Since K is nilpotent and c,(T) rl Kf (1) is normal in K we have 
(1) + C,(T)nC,(K) 5 PI. 
A simple transfinite induction yields that H is hypercentral. Necessarily G is gener- 
ated by such subgroups H and since G/T is abelian each such H is normal in G. 
Every subgroup of H is ascendent in H and hence in G. Therefore every finitely 
generated subgroup of G is ascendent in G: that is, G is a Gruenberg group. If G/T 
is finitely generated, we can choose H= G, so here G itself is hypercentral. 
4.1. The F-subalgebra F[T] of D” xn generated by T= UC’ is locally, finite-dimen- 
sional and nilpotent-by-separable over F. 
Suppose D also has the property that D OF K is a domain for every finite- 
dimensional separable division F-algebra K. For example, all examples of special 
division F-algebras given in Section 1 have this additional property. Then it follows 
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from 4.7 and [lo, 12 and l(a)] that F[T] =S@ n for some finite-dimensional separ- 
able F-subalgebra S of F[T] and n the nilpotent radical of F[T]. Also K’SUI 
F “’ for some u E GL(n, 0) and T/U is isomorphic to a completely reducible sub- 
group of GL(n,F). 
Proof. Suppose Q is a finitely generated subgroup of T and let n denote the nil- 
potent radical of F[Q] sF[T]. By 1.3(c) the group Q/(Un Q) is a finite p’-group. 
But F[Q]/n is generated over F by a copy of Q(UnQ). Therefore F[Q]/n is 
separable. Clearly F[Q]/n is finite-dimensional. It follows from the nilpotence of 
n and the finite generation of Q that F[Q] has finite dimension over F. 
Local and residual arguments similar to ones employed above can be used to 
derive the following from 3.10. 
4.8. Let D be a special division ring of characteristic zero and GO a locally poly- 
cyclic-by-finite subgroup of GL(n,D). Then GO has normal subgroups (1) I UI 
PI Hr GO, where 
GO/H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym(n), 
H/P is torsion-free abelian, 
P/U is isomorphic to a linear group of degree n and characteristic zero and 
U= u(G) is unipotent. 
This is closely related to Lichtman’s theorem [9, Theorem II]. In 4.8 we have a 
stronger structure on GO/H but a weaker one on P. Now Lichtman’s theorem con- 
cerns only certain examples of special division ring D. They are all highly trans- 
cendental, in that they have a central subfield F such that 
(*) D OF K is a domain for every finite-dimensional division 
F-algebra K. 
If the division ring D of 4.8 also satisfies (*), then at least the results of [lo] are 
applicable, but simple examples show that even then Lichtman’s full structure for 
P is not derivable in general. The proof of 1.2, see 3.12, also shows the following: 
4.9. Let D be a special division ring of characteristic zero and GO a locally poly- 
cyclic subgroup of GL(n, D). Then GO is soluble of derived length at most 
10 log, n - [-log, n] + 5. 
5. Examples of special division rings 
This section develops a little further ideas in [9]. In particular the following is a 
slight extension of [9, Lemma 6.31, which records the case where G/N too is poly, 
torsion-free abelian. 
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5.1. Let F be a field and G a group with a poly, torsion-free abelian, normal sub- 
group N such that every crossed product of a division F-algebra by G/N is an Ore 
domain. Then FG and F(G/N) have division rings D and E of quotients and the 
natural projection TC of FG onto F(G/N) extends to a ring homomorphism of 
FG[(FG\kern)-‘]ID into E. 
Proof. Note that FG is also Ore domain (cf. [13, 1.4.31) and D and E both exist. 
There is a characteristic series (1) = N,I Ni I ... IN,. = N of N with torsion-free 
abelian factors. We induct on r, the result being trivial if r = 0. Suppose r> 0 and 
let D, denote the division ring of quotients of F(G/NI), which exists for the same 
reason that D does, and let rrr : FG -+ F(G/N,) and rc2 :F(G/N,) -+ F(G/N) be the 
natural projections. Clearly n =n,n2. Now every crossed product of a division 
F-algebra by G/N, is an Ore domain (cf. [13, 1.4.31). Thus by [14, Point l] (or by 
the proof of [13, 4.4.61 there is an extension of 11, to a ring homomorphism 
@l:FG[(FG\kernl)P’]+D,. 
By induction on r there is an extension of rc2 to a ring homomorphism 
G2 : F(G/N,)[(F(G/N,)\ ker n&1] + E 
onto E. But ker 7c1 ker rci and FG[(FG \ ker x))‘]@, is the domain of &. The 
claim follows. 
5.2. Let G be a torsion-free group with an abelian normal subgroup A such that 
G/A is a finite p-group, p a prime and let F be any field. Then FG is an Ore domain 
[13, 1.4.81; let D be its division ring of quotients and K the subfield of D generated 
by A and F. Then G normalizes K and K[G] SD has finite dimension (G: A) as 
K-space (left or right). Hence K[G] is a division F-algebra, so K[G] = D. Certainly 
Z= C,(G) is a central subfield of D and by Galois theory (K: Z) = (G: Co(A)). 
Therefore (D: Z) divides (G : A)2. In particular if char F=p then the index of D is 
a power of its characteristic p. Finally any crossed product of a division ring by G 
is an Ore domain by [6, 4.11. 
5.3. Proof of 1.4(a). Let X and Y be finite subsets of D. There exists r E FG \ (0) 
with XC_ FG[r-‘1 and Yr c FG. If Ni and N2 are normal subgroups of G with each 
G/N, E !X&, fig -‘, then G/(Ni fl N2) E ?I&, fls -‘. Consequently there exists N, 
normal in G, with G/NE !X’&,fl s-” such that, for n : FG + F(G/N) the natural 
projection, rz #O and 71 is one-to-one on Yr. By 5.2 there is a division ring E of 
quotients of F(G/N) with index a power of its characteristic. By 5.1 (and the last 
part of 5.2) there is a ring homomorphism 0 of FG[(FG \ ker rc-l] ID onto E ex- 
tending 7~. Clearly FG[r-‘1 is contained in FG[(FG \ker 71)-l]. Also @ is one-to- 
one on Yr and hence also on Y. The proof is complete. 
5.4. Proof of 1.4(b). Let X and Y be finite subsets of D. There exists r E FG \ (0) 
and a finitely generated subring J of F such that rE JG, Xc JG[r-‘1 and Yr c JG. 
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There is a maximal ideal m of J such that if 0 : JG + (J/m) G is the natural projec- 
tion, then rB#O, 0 is one-to-one on Yr and char(J/m) EX. Moreover, m can be 
chosen so that 8 can be extended to a ring homomorphism @ of JG[r-‘1 into the 
division ring of quotients of (J/m) G by [13, 4.4.51 and induction on the Krull 
dimension of J, cf. the proof of [ 13, 4.4.91. Clearly @ is one-to-one on Y. Now apply 
1.4(a) to (J/m)G, X@ and Y@. 
5.5. We remind the reader of some facts concerning free groups. Thus let G be a 
free group and N a normal subgroup of G. 
(a) (G. Higman). G/N’ is torsion free. 
(b) (M. J. Dunwoody). Suppose G/N is residually a finite p-group for some prime 
p and set 
9 = {Ha G: NI H and G/H is a finite p-group}. 
Then N’= nHEY H’. 
(c) (D.M. Smirnov). If G/N is soluble, then G/N’ is poly, torsion-free abelian. 
For (a) see for example [13, 1.4.71 and (b) is a special case of Dunwoody’s 
theorem [ 12, Vol. 2, 9.431. For (c) if N= NO< Nr I ... IN, = G is a normal series of 
G with abelian factors, then N’= N~I N,‘< e.. IN: = G’s G is a normal series of G 
with torsion-free abelian factors. Putting (a), (b) and (c) together we have: 
(d) Suppose G/N is soluble and residually a finite p-group. Then 
5.6. Proof of 1.5. By 5.5, the group G/N/satisfies the hypothesis of 1.4. This settles 
the case M= N. Provided G/N’ satisfies the hypothesis on G/N in 1.5, the result 
follows from a simple induction. Trivially G/N’ is soluble. Clearly for every prime 
p the factor N/N’ is residually a finite p-group. Thus G/N’ is residually a finite 
p-group whenever G/N is by a theorem of G. Baumslag and also Dunwoody, see 
[12, Vol. 2, 9.4.11. 
5.7. Proof of 1.6. Clearly we may assume that EE (P,L)&n &. Let U be the 
universal enveloping algebra of E and D the division ring quotients of U. Suppose 
X and Y are finite subsets of D. Then for some rE U\(O) we have Xc U[r-‘1 SD 
and Yr C_ U. There is by hypothesis a residually nilpotent ideal N of E with E/N 
finite-dimensional such that if a is the ideal of U generated by N, then r $ a and the 
natural projection of U onto U/a is one-to-one on Yr. 
We can identify U/a with the universal enveloping algebra of L/N and in particu- 
lar the division ring K of quotients of U/a exists and is special, see Section 1. Since 
N is residually nilpotent, the lower central series of N defines a valuation on D with 
residue class division ring naturally containing K, and the natural projection of U 
onto U/asK extends to a ring homomorphism of U[(U \a)-‘] SD onto K, cf. [8, 
Sections 3, 4 and especially 51. Clearly U[r-‘1s U[(U \a)-‘] and the constructed 
ring homomorphism is one-to-one on Y. The result follows. 
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6. Examples of groups 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let L = FM @ FU be the Lie F-algebra deter- 
mined by [u, U] = U. Denote by D the division ring of quotients of the universal en- 
veloping algebra of L. Then we know that D is special. For x, y E D with y # 0 set 
(x,~~)=x, (x,,y)=(x,y)=yP1xy-xand (x,i+iy)=((X,i_Y),_Y) for all i>l. We have 
(cf. [18, 3.41): 
6.1. u’=~+l, (O’iU)=i! and (~(;+ru)=O. 
In Tr(2,D) set g = (i “,), h = (i y) and ai = (A, y) for i 2 0. Clearly a,h = ai+ 1 for all 
i20, so 
G = (g,aj: iz0) 5 (g,h,a,) sTr(2,D). 
Also (u’)~=(u+ l)‘= Cl=,, (;)u”. Thus 
Set Ai=(aa,U*,..., ai) for iz0 and A =(ai: ir0). 
Trivially A is abelian. Thus A and each Ai is a unipotent normal subgroup of G. 
Further [ai,ig]=a6! and [Ui,i+tg]=l by 6.1. Thus we have 
[Ai,iG] = (at) and [Ai,;+l G] = (1). 
HenceAic[i+i(G)\[i(G), A=UAi=[,(G) and G=(g)A=[,+i(G). Therefore 
G is hypercentral but not nilpotent. 
Let p be any prime. Then 
In particular gp centralizes A/AP and hence also APi/Ap’+’ for all iz0. Since this 
is for every prime p we have that G/Am is nilpotent for every positive integer m. 
In particular G is residually nilpotent, a fact that also follows from the hyper- 
centrality and the residual finiteness [17, 2.11 of G. Thus we have the following: 
6.2. There is a subgroup G of a finitely generated subgroup of Tr(2, D) such that 
G is hypercentral but not nilpotent. Further, G = (g)A where A is free abelian and 
the unipotent radical of G, and G/A” is nilpotent for every positive integer m. 
The point is that locally nilpotent subgroups of finitely generated linear groups 
are always nilpotent. We remark in passing that with the function u(n, D) as defined 
in [ 181 the above shows that here 
6.3. u(n, D) = 03 for all n22. 
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(If charF=p>O, then [18, 1.11 yields that u(n,D)lp2(n-I).) 
A soluble subgroup of a finitely generated linear group is always finitely gener- 
ated modulo its unipotent radical [15, 4. lo]. If this were true here for subgroups 
of GL(n,D), then 1.3(e) could be used to prove that at least locally nilpotent sub- 
groups of finitely generated subgroups of GL(n,D) were hypercentral. This approach 
will not work. 
6.4. (u, v) 5 D” is the wreath 
H=(g,h,x,y). Now ai=[yh:x] for all i20, so A=(a,: i>O) is an abelian 
unipotent subgroup of H. Also h, x and y centralize A and (g,A) is isomorphic to 
the group G of 6.2 via g-g and a, ++ ai for iz0. Thus A is normal in H. Set 
aj). Then Ai too is normal in H and A,c&+~(H)\&(H) 
4-generator soluble subgroup H of Tr(3,D) with infinite central 
height. There is an abelian unipotent normal subgroup A of H with A 5 c,(H) but 
A % C(H) for all finite i. 
Consider a finitely generated subgroup K of GL(n, D). There are certain ‘natural’ 
finite images of K that arise from the ring structure of D, see [17, 1.1(a)]. If each 
‘natural’ finite image of K is soluble, then K is soluble ([17, 2.101) and if every 
‘natural’ finite image of K is nilpotent, then K is unipotent-by-nilpotent 
‘natural’ finite image of K is nil- 
potent and yet the centre of K is trivial. 
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Trivially K is metabelian and finitely generated. If a ‘natural’ finite image of K 
has characteristic p, then p>O and gp centralizes the image by [18, 3.51. Thus the 
‘natural’ finite images of K are all nilpotent. To compute the centre of K we use 
the following: 
6.7. (a) With the notation as in 6.1 we have 
((u+j)-l,ia) = (-l)‘i! fi (u+j+k))l for all i20. 
k=O 
(b) The (u)-submodule of D generated by u-’ by the conjugation action is 
iFz ZO-~’ = C Z(u + i))’ = @ Z(u + i))‘. 
iEL iEB 
(c) For integers r, s, n,, . . . , n, with n,# 0 and r<s 
(jr nj(u+ i)-I, n> = -n,(u+r))’ + higher terms, #O. 
If K is as in 6.6 let A be the normal subgroup of K generated by a_, . Then 6.7(b) 
and (c)show that C,(g)=(l). But K=(g)A, so Anll(K)=(l). Also [g’,a_,]+l 
for all i # 0. Thus [r(K) = (1). 
Proof of 6.7. (a) We induct on i. If i= 0 the result is clear. If ir 0, 
fi (u+j+k)-’ 
k=O 
= (usj-u-j-i-l) 
i 
. 
The result follows. 
(b) Now F(u) ID is the rational function field over F and u and the u + i are non- 
associate irreducible polynomials. It follows that the sum is direct and the remainder 
is clear. 
(c) This follows from the case i= 1 of (a), from (b) and a trivial calculation. 
As a final remark, there is no example K as in 6.6 with every finite image nil- 
potent. To see this we now abandon the notation so far of this section. 
6.8. Let D be the division ring of quotients of the universal enveloping algebra of 
any finite-dimensional Lie algebra. 
(a) If G is a finitely generated subgroup of GL(n, D) with every finite image of 
G nilpotent, then G is nilpotent. 
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(b) If G is any subgroup of GL(n,D), the four sets of Engel elements of G are 
subgroups; the set of left Engel elements of G is the Gruenberg radical of G and 
the set of bounded left Engel elements of G is the Baer radical of G. 
We follow the Engel terminology of [ 12, 13 and 151. 
Proof. If char D>O the claims follow at once from the linear case. 
Suppose char D = 0. 
(a) By [17, 2.101 the group G is soluble. It is also finitely generated, so G is nil- 
potent by [12, 10.511. 
(b) Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by all the Engel elements, both 
left and right, of G. Then N has a local system of finitely generated subgroups A4 
in which A4 is generated by its Engel elements. Hence every finite image of A4 is 
nilpotent. By (a) each such A4 is nilpotent and thus N is locally nilpotent. By 
[17,2.9] the group N is also soluble. The claim now follows from [3, Theorem 1.51. 
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